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First look at 2017: Dancing with Fire 
 
Firstly, how did our forecast 2016 went? 

 

They are still available on my blog, but briefly 

 

Forecast Outcome Comments 

ASX between -5% and 

+3% 

ASX +2% Quite correct 

SP500 between 0 and 

+5% 

SP500 +5.5% Almost correct 

AUD-USD 68/70 cents AUD 74 cents Not correct, but the 

direction of the trade is 

correct 

Oil USD$25 to USD$60, 

towards end 

USD$ 55 Quite correct 

Iron Ore stable USD$40 USD$74 wrong 

Gold USD$1070 -

USD1,380 

USD1172 Correct, but timing a bit 

off (I was expecting 

strength at the end of 

the year) 

Preferred market Japan, 

select Eurozone, South 

America 

Japan, South America  

Flashpoint 

Italian banking Crisis 

Emerging Currencies 

Yuan depreciation 

Turkey/Russia/Iran 

China rotation to 

consumer economy 

US President Sanders if 

Hillary beaten, Trump 

otherwise 

 

China hit an issue and 

reverted to the classic 

infrastructure spending. 

Yuan depreciated, but 

not yet at a “crisis” level 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

2017: Dancing with fire 
 

Executive Summary 

 

The behaviour of the market after the election of Trump reminds me strikingly of 

the behaviour of the NASDAQ in 1999. 

 

The market keeps on going up on hopes and expectations. 

 

After Trump election, we have entered in Phase Three of a Bull Market 

 

There are three phases of a Bull Market.  

 

-The First is represented by REVIVING CONFIDENCE in the future business. 

 

-The Second is the response of stock prices to known IMPROVEMENT IN 

CORPORATION EARNINGS. 

 

-The Third is the period when speculation is rampant and inflation apparent – a 

period in which stocks strongly growth on HOPES AND EXPECTATIONS, while 

stocks are overpriced in respect of the Gross Domestic Product.  

 

While the Third Period can even last more than one year, when the end comes is 

violent and abrupt. 

 

Recent examples 

 

NASDAQ February 99 to March 2000 (+82%) and then crash March 2000 to 

November 2002 (-70%) 

 

SP500 July 2006 to November 2007  (+83%) and then crash November 2007 to 

March 2009 (-52%). 

 

It is impossible to determine when this new phase will end, but we need to pay 

attention to this dynamic that not many advisors are aware of. 

 

 

2017 it is very dichotomic year. 

 

The economic situation is finally improving, but the political risks are reaching a 

climax. A bit as I predicted in my August 2013 post: European Union Dead on 

Arrival 2017-2020 (meaning that economically the situation would be better, but 

the populist forces will destroy it anyway as an avalanche that cannot be stopped 

with our level of politicians) 

 

So, while we expect an initial continuation of this rally, as we reach “election period” 

in April, May the situation can become much more complicated. 

 

 

 



 

 

In details 

 

Economy 

 

Positive 

 

In the US in Q3 2016, for the first time since 2014, the year on year companies’ 

earnings growth has turned positive and economy is running at full employment. 

 

President Elect Trump tax cuts will boost revenues for US companies and the “tax 

repatriation scheme” (Trump is driving to push US company to repatriate capital 

currently held oversea) would increase the share buyback (one of the main real 

motive of the US rally) 

 

In Europe, some of the worst hit country performed quite well (example Greece 

and Portugal GDP at 0.8% and Germany factory orders at +4.9% and Eurozone 

expansion came in at 1.7% instead of 1.6%). 

 

Japan is resurgent and PM Abe policies are starting to have an effect. 

 

China is muddling the cards. As this year there were more difficulties than forecast 

– they went back to the classic infrastructure spending model instead of the new 

healthy consumer spending economy. China lives on borrowed time – but as China 

goes the endgame could be 5 to 10 years away. 

 

Australia has been stagnating with a downbeat capital spending and no uplift in 

non-mining business. GDP slid to 1.8% (from 3.1%) with a surprise drop in real 

estate construction -3.6%!As usual we could be again the lucky country getting the 

tailwind of the expansion of other markets 

 

Negative 

 

President Elect Trump meddling via tweets with companies and foreign government 

are producing a lot of uncertainties. Previous attempts of meddling with the 

economy in Europe and Japan – all failed. 

 

President Elect Trump policies are never clearly outlined, even the Federal Reserve 

now has an approach wait and see. 

 

Europe and UK 

 

Tension remain high. And Brexit could hurt more Europe than UK (there are much 

more exports to the UK than viceversa) 

 

Inflation 

 

Inflation is a clear and present danger in 2017. A little inflation is good, but a 

runaway inflation has devastating effects. 

 

The media started talking about the “inflation trade” with President Elect Trump as 

his policies (if implemented) are clearly inflationary. 

 



 

 

But inflation started to appear in August with the end of the US Quantitative Easing 

and the first ever increase in Chinese factory gate prices (and China has been the 

main depreciation exporter in the last 10 years at least). 

 

Moreover, the sudden spike in oil prices is another substantial inflationary catalyst. 

 

Inflation, when stoked, is a bit like a cat…once out of the box – no one has an idea 

of where the cat will be going. Usually the transmission timeframe of inflation is 8 

to 12 months. So, the media will start to see the issue by mid-2017. Inflation is an 

issue as it decreases real return, on average since 1900, by 3% both on the stock 

and bond market (it is a positive for commodities and gold). 

 

 

Politics 

 

Sincerely there are so many things that potentially could go wrong that is hard to 

imagine something will not go wrong. 

 

USA 

 

President Elect policies have a lot of issues in implementation 

 

- Tax cut and infrastructure projects would increase by USD5 trillion the 

already huge US Debt 

- Public/ private infrastructure projects have a history of failures in the US 

- Pushing companies to stay in the US with political pressure will hinder US 

competitiveness (a similar action by Japanese politicians in the 1980s 

provoked the Japanese collapse) 

- A potential trade war with China – the latest tweets against China by 

President Elect Trump are not “crazy tweets”, but a signal to China that the 

rules are changing. As of now, China chose an approach “wait and see”. But 

if you look at the “Trump Economic Advisory Council” composition you will 

found out that 2017 will not be like “business as usual” with China. The main 

member, Peter Navarro, has even published a book titled “Death by China”. 

- Even if the tax reforms are easier to pass as the Congress is all Republican, 

some of them are controversial also within the Republican Party 

- Probably there will be an accommodating stance with Russia 

 

 

 

 

 

Europe 

 

In Europe, there will be the Netherlands (March), French (April/May) and German 

(September) elections. 

 

Italy is not yet clear if a new technical government will last till next election (2018) 

or just be a transition government to an April/May 2017 Election, with the second 

choice more probable. 

 

Whatever the results are, the reality is – even in defeat – the populistic (or anti-

regime) parties are gaining traction. 

 



 

 

For example, in the Austria, the defeated Freedom Party, since 2000, went from 

being a 1% party to a 47% party. In Germany, the Alternative for Germany party 

went from non-existence in 2013 to gather 21% of the votes in 2016 and becoming 

officially the second party in Germany. 

Even if nothing happens, the nationalistic spirit will drive a wedge between the two 

remaining cores of Europe, Germany and France. 

Unfortunately for the European project – its demise is only about when and not if. 

 

China 

 

The yuan is devaluing at a fast pace and a potential trade war could just exacerbate 

the “living on borrowed time” concept. 

 

The outflow of reserves in this 2 years has been immense (2 years ago China had 

close to USD5 trillion reserves and in December 2016 it has just USD3.05 trillion). 

As the core reserve “M2” (reserves needed to run the economy) are estimated to 

be USD2.6 trillion, the Chinese PBOC is starting panicking increasing the 

surveillance on capital going abroad (yes even for property purchases in Australia) 

– even several European companies were unable to remit dividend payments 

abroad (Font: EU Chamber in Beijing) 

 

Russia 

 

Russia, geopolitically, is on a verge of a clean sweep. Already Iran (and so Iraq) 

are under its umbrella, in Syria it is almost on the verge of victory. 

Turkey is thinking to re align itself with Russia and so Egypt and there is are 

“backroom chats” of a Libyan intervention and rapprochement with Israel. 

 

In Europe both main candidates to win the French elections are pro Russia. Also, 

Netherland could follow suit, at least. The Italian antigovernment parties are all pro 

Russia. 

 

Market 2017 Forecast 

 

As you can see next year is quite hard to formulate a forecast. 

 

Looking at history, the market under President Ronald Regan, the ultimate “Make 

America Again” President, rallied for the first 6 months and then declined 25% for 

the next 2 years (strong dollar, rising yields due to defense spending and Federal 

Reserve increasing rates). But then also, after that, created the longest rally – after 

the 1987 crash the SP500 rallied until 2000 

 

 

I will divide the year in 3 approximate periods. 

 

I am quite uncomfortable in making this forecast as the market behaviour reminds 

of the NASDAQ Bubble in 2000. 

 

In 2000 NASDAQ skyrocketed with ridiculous prices always justified as internet had 

almost an infinite number of clients. On 10 March 2000 Nasdaq peaked at 5,048. 

Two years later NASDAQ bottomed in October 2012, at 1,108. The surviving 48% 

of Dot Com companies than reached the previous high only in late 2015 (13 years 

after!). 

 



 

 

Now, with Brexit, President Elect Trump and Italy swept aside like non-events, it 

feels like the same euphoria. The market keeps on rallying just because if there 

are good news is good – if there are bad news – the various Reserve Banks will 

just step in and save the day, so it is just another good news. 

 

There are two similarities that worry me. 

 

1. There is not (yet) a fundamental economic logic to sustain this rally  

2. The rally is based on good news or bad news that suddenly become good 

 

 

For the first time since the 2009-2010 European crisis, a catastrophic scenario like 

the Global Financial Crisis, although unlikely, cannot be excluded (probability 20%) 

if all the “pessimist scenario” (example inflation, Marine Le Pen wins France and 

launches Frexit referendum and China devaluation accelerate all happen at the 

same time). 

 

I am not alone in this position the derivative group of Bank of America Merrill Lynch 

issued a “Peak Fragility Status for 2017”. Only in 2007 it was so high. 

 

Usually situation like this tend to stretch for a long period (for example Nasdaq 

started the rally in 1998 and finished in 2000) – so a real Global Financial Crisis 

style crash is more likely to happen in 2018/2020 then 2017 (I am not pessimist a 

boom/bust cycle is a classic capitalistic trend where capital and greed tend to 

misprice assets for periods of time than after self-correct. 

 

For absurd, this situation could even create the mother of all rally. As the 

Government and Reserve Bank understands the risk of populism rising that 

endanger their own position they could decide to “go all in” and do a new ‘Marshall 

Plan” (European Recovery Plan). 

 

The media at large tells you that the Marshall Plan post World War Two was an 

economic plan from the US to Europe to help Europe to recover from the 

devastation of the Second World War. 

 

Recent CIA documents and the 1950 speech of President Truman reveal that the 

real reasons were two 

 

1. Europe, left to its own devices, would have fallen under the umbrella of the 

Soviet Union – specially France and Italy where leaning towards the Soviet 

Union – and now they are leaning to Russia. 

2. The US economy was “geared for war” and could not slow down fast, without 

incurring in a 1929 style crisis. Again President Truman, in a discussion with 

Marshall in 1948, declares that the Marshall Plan is important to keep Europe 

open to American corporations. 

 

So not so far fetched 

 

The two scenarios above are positive for gold and bonds for different reasons. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

My Forecast 2017 

 

 

January – March/April 

 

As the current market like the “Trump Trade” probably we will see the US market 

SP500 topping to 2,400/2,500 (circa 9% from now) and ASX200 to 6,000. 

 

This would be accompanied by a weak gold and strong oil (up to USD65) and iron 

ore (USD70-80). 

 

Australian Dollar could be hovering between 72/75 cents to USD, unless Australia 

loses its AAA state which would open the door for an AUD 68c/72c 

 

March/April to October 

 

As the Trump Trade encounters difficulties in implementation and the various 

elections/ inflation scenario hit. 

 

This will open to a series of scenarios that goes from a mild selloff (-10%) to a 

severe bear market (-30%). 

 

Oil will go back to USD40 and gold will soar to USD1,500 

 

 

The fact that this scenarios are not fantasy is reflected by the fact that the Russian 

Central bank in November bought 1.5% of the entire world production and China 

did the same for approximately 2.2% of the world production. 

 

October to December 

 

A general recovery of the markets (aside a catastrophic scenario) will lead the 

market to new highs. 

 

Oil will settle around USD50 and gold around USD1,400  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

How we structure the portfolio for this extreme year? 

 

- We select companies that have pricing power and large reserve of cash 

 

- We always look for value stocks (the issue with value stocks being is that is 

impossible to determine the turnaround moment/time) without chasing 

trend – it is a safe option even if it can lead to temporary underperformance 

 

 

- We focus on company that can give sustainable increasing dividend, as 

dividends acts as a “performance buffer” (a share that loses 5%, but 

provides with a 7% income – it is still a positive performing share 

 

- We keep gold as an insurance – not really focusing on its short-term 

performance 

 

 

- We select sectors or fund managers that presents very little, or even 

inverse, correlation with each other (example bank share and gold)  

 


